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Notes from 11/14/16 Co-Creator Meetings 

 
What Will Colorado Springs be Like in 2036/ How Would We like to See It? 

 Population will grow (good and  bad) 
o Need to manage small down culture and charm 

 Would like to see strong middle-wage jobs 

 Cyber industry will supplement the economy 

 City of attractive neighborhoods 

 Don’t like lack of E/W connectivity - need to improve including roads 

 Will continue to grow to east given limited options to west 

 Sprawl will be an issue - need to focus on infill 

 Would like to see: 
o Neat neighborhood character 
o More diversity 
o Sustainable planning for outdoors- not loving it to death 
o More diverse industry- focused especially on middle grouping of economy 
o Connected hubs- local and global 
o More than the “usual suspects” involved 

 But” we are doing more right than wrong” so we should recognized and celebrate that 
 
Love (and Opportunities) 

 Affordable living 

 Nodes of Community 

 Localization 

 Excited about Age Friendly  8-80 works for all 

 Universal design 

 More compact city- maintain what we have 

 Diversity and not exclusivity 

 Agreement with these 

 Look at Arlington TX as an example of conversion 

 Having a cool downtown park 

 Clean/sage 

 Cool districts and places 

 One thing to rally around 

 Pride in city 

 Arts and culture 
o Things that bring people together 

 Momentum 

 Multigenerational mixing 
o Capture pre-school vibrancy combined with seniors 

 Start-ups  

 “Finding buttons”- what resonates with people 

 Character centered neighborhoods 

 Need to communicate message 
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 Evangelists for the community 

 Know your neighborhoods map 

 Importance of aging in place/ universal design 

 Light rail connection- importance of connecting with rather than differentiating from- 
Denver 

o Should not view ourselves and our relationship as the “crazy aunts and uncles in 
the basement” 

o Peer relationship 

 Another way of connecting to Denver besides I-25 (not light rail in this case but an 
eastern by-pass 

 Connectedness, mobility 

 “thoughtful gentrification” 

 Infill important 

 Paid City Council  

 Post Drake power plant closure 

 Dave Munger comments: 
o COS should be the place to go if not going to Olympics 
o Some decision making driven down to neighborhoods 

 Seattle example ( some discretionary budgets determined by 
neighborhoods 

o Pronghorn preserve in or around City 
 

Issues 

 Impact of growth of UCCS etc. on surrounding neighborhoods 

 Suicide- could it be tied to community disconnection?  

 Need to avoid isolation 
 
Other 

 Concern about surveys being “garbage in/garbage out” due to being non-scientific 
- expensive and we would need to have carefully considered questions and survey 

design to make sense;  

 -Big focus on connectivity and a recommendation for a “root cause analysis”  
- recognized there are different interests and a need to both admit and identify 

commonalities 
- Theme of community centers being important 

 3rd places but also categories of third places 
- Need to think of attributes that matter 

 Village centers - go there but not live there 

 What is the definition of a center 
- one antithesis is these are not places where the message is ’‘you don’t belong” 

 Importance of Quality of Life Indicators (QLI) 
- Need to do/ update/ use origins and destinations survey to deal with 

connectedness issue (not just traffic movement) 


